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MBONGENI NGULUBE 
ABSTRACT:  
Since inception, the development industry has evolved within adverse geopolitical conditions, 
most acutely, the Cold War. Various accounts, particularly post-development literature, 
assert that the discourse of war was displaced onto the social domain and to a new 
geographical terrain via ‘the war on poverty’ (Escobar, 1995). While there is increasing 
interest in the security discourse within the humanitarian/emergency fad, particularly since 
the 911 attacks, most accounts suggest that this shift skews development practice. However, 
when analysed within the East – West development axis, I argue that the glove of benevolence 
is rolling back to reveal an ‘iron fist’. Exacerbated by the economic crisis, appearance of the 
BRICS and dominance of Chinese ‘soft power’, it serves to undress other forms of Western 
‘insecurity’. In Europe, Merkel employs the spectre of war to achieve support for the rescue 
fund announcing perhaps the arrival of force as ‘politics of last resort’. In the cooperation 
arena, the Western agenda is becoming blatant, revealed in the launch of Africa Command 
(AFRICOM) by the US, followed by the UK, including traditionally benign states like Canada 
and Denmark. While this shift is seen as a threat for development outcomes in the South, few 
accounts have contemplated the opportunities contained in the slippery slope presented by 
the development-security nexus. If development is exposed as Western insecurity rather than 
Southern assistance; what opportunity does this present for Southern States? Can the so 
called radicalised states like Zimbabwe and Venezuela perhaps point a justified re-direction 
of development focus in the bid for self determined improvement? 
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